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From last time we had the stiffness matrix integral
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If (alpha != 0, skewed element) we never can integrate it 
exactly, no matter how many points we use (results may 
appear to be converged in finite precision calculations).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Rank of stiffness matrix, and rigid modes
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Physically zero modes are primary field functions (T for 
thermal, displacement vector for elasticity, …) for which

SPATIAL FLUX fx = 0 
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Eigenvectors of stiffness matrix for 0 eigenvalue
Zero modes ->
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Good news:
With full integration order, although we may not integrate stiffness 
exactly but we preserve the rank of the stiffness, meaning that we don't 
add nonphysical zero modes.

If we integration that 8x8 stiffness and get rank = 2 -> 

Number of zero modes = dim (k) - rank(k) = 8 - 2 = 6 

3 of these modes are physically correct (x & y translations and z axis 
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3 of these modes are physically correct (x & y translations and z axis 
small deformation rotation), but unfortunately the remaining 3 are not 
physical:(

What happens with these nonphysical modes?
The element can take up ARBITRARILY LARGE DISPLACEMENTS without 
showing any resistance (forces)
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If we under-integration (reduced integration order), meaning that we use 
fewer quadrature points than full integration order -> there is the possibility of 
getting nonphysical zero modes and in practice getting solutions like above.

1. Reduce computation cost (e.g. use 3 points rather than 6 needed in a full 
integration scheme).

2. U -> F FEMs (stiffness-based) give stiffer results (stiffness is higher than 
exact). Under-integration often counter-acts this (make structure less stiff). 
So, if we under-integrate we may cancel these two effects. But this is 
dangerous because we may introduce nonphysical zero modes!

Why do want to even go below full-integration number of points?

In practice for some elements people have found under-
integration rules that do not introduce nonphysical zero 
modes. They are frequently used in FEM analysis.

From Bathe's book:
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Example from equation I: dim 3 stiffness for 1D 
elasticity -> 1 zero mode -> rank must be 2.

2D and 3D problems
We first do thermal problem, because it's a scalar 
problem (simpler than solid mechanics)
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Let's compute ke in class:

First we need to find shape functions:
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Now let's for example find shape functions for a p = 1, 
quad element:
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Problem 1: A bit difficult to get shape functions but doable
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